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LA THUILE
AOSTA VALLEY

An almost mystical beauty welcomes the tourists that go beyond 
the tunnel that leads to La Thuile, in the North-Western part of the 
Aosta Valley. 

A kind of beauty that doesn’t need to be interpreted. Wide woods 
of pines and firs that embroider the whole valley, the gurgling 
of the stream that flows through the town and runs along some 
typically Alpine houses, the majestic and dazzling Rutor glacier 
that stands out in the sky, the peaks of the Mont-Blanc chain that 
can be seen from anywhere, the impalpable snow that covers 
the alleys of the town centre and creates a muffled silence, are 
the photograph that is fixed in the hearts of all those who visit La 
Thuile at least once in their life. A place where one has the chance 
of truly living his or her passion for the mountains and the snow in 
all their declinations and levels, from relax and pure fun to races. 

It is the true protagonist of ski at international levels, since the slopes 
of the wide Espace San Bernardo ski resort will welcome the FIS 
Ladies World Cup once again, on 29th February and 1st March 2020. 
Here, tradition is still alive, your holiday will be made up of sport, 
time for yourself and regeneration.      
         

#lathuile



EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
OF SPORT 2021
The Valdigne with its 5 town at the feet of Mont-Blanc - Courmayeur, 
La Thuile, Morgex, Pré-Saint-Didier and La Salle -, is now officially 
“European Community of Sport 2021”. This title is given only to those 
communities that have some characteristics of excellence and share 
significant values when speaking about sport, wellness and quality 
of life. The title is given every year to two Italian towns by ACES 
Europe.



SKI AREA THE ÉLITE OF ALPINE SKIING 

The wide, international Espace San Bernardo ski 
resort welcomes tourists from all over the world. 
Skiers can go up to 2,800 metres and enjoy 85 
pistes and a total of 152 km. The ski slopes are of 
different levels of difficulty, from the easy ones to 
the most difficult. Among the technical ski slopes, 
we can cite the legendary n. 3 – Franco Berthod, 
a black slope with a maximum gradient of 73% 
which arrives right in the heart of the town: it is the 
steepest ski slope in Italy and, thus, a challenging 
track for experts which, as happened in 2016, 
will welcome the contests of the FIS Ladies World 
Cup on 29th February and 1st March 2020. 

A unique skipass gives the chance to skiers to 
access to the 38 rapid and modern ski facilities 
of the Espace San Bernardo. Thanks to an hourly 
total capacity of 62,250 people, these structures 
allow skiers to ski no-stop, without queueing on 
the two sides of the resort: the Italian one, facing 
North and characterised by compact snow, and 
the French one, facing South and, thus, definitely 
sunnier. 

This ski resort offers strong emotions. When one 
arrives up in the mountains the view is stunning, 
it is pure beauty. The glance sweeps free and 
captures wonderful images, on the one side the 
majestic Mont-Blanc chain with its legendary 
peaks, on the other side the superb Rutor glacier,  
with the two Vedettes standing in the middle, and 
then some other tops, such as the Gran Combin 
and, in the distance, the Matterhorn or the closer 
French Alps. 

Thanks to its geographical position, the Espace 
San Bernardo can benefit of a particular 
microclimate, a condition that can be exploited 
all winter long. The perfect quality of the snow is 
guaranteed by the super job of the pisteurs, the 
men tracking the slopes, and of the snowmobiles, 
in addition to the 400 snow cannons used to cover 
the slopes with artificial snow. 

KIDS AND FAMILY 
Lots of inflatables, a magic carpet and a slope to start skiing are part of the 
Baby Snow Park of La Thuile. Located in the town centre, close to the ski school 
and the ski facilities, the Baby Snow Park is very sunny and close to the square 
of the Funivie, where you can find both cafés and restaurants to get warmer and 
grab something to eat. Open every day from 10am to 4pm, the entrance and 
use of the facilities is free of charge.

ESPACE SAN BERNARDO 
SKI FACILITIES AND AREAS 
In addition to the 38 modern and rapid ski facilities, 
to the 85 pistes and to the 152 km of pure fun, 
the Espace San Bernardo also owns 2 slalom 
stadiums, 1 snowpark, 1 boarder cross piste, 2 fun 
cross areas, 1 secured freeride area, 1 snowkite 
area, easily reachable through the ski facilities, 
1 Artva (Avalanche beacon) zone to learn and 
analyse the safety procedures (both on the slopes 
and off-piste).
The Doppio Mono Cavo (DMC) cable car of the 
Funivie Piccolo San Bernardo brings more than 
3,000 people per hour to Les Suches (2,200 m). 
It is the first European facility which owns a Ski 
Sauna, realised thanks to the cooperation with 
Pré-Saint Didier thermal baths (Qc Terme group).
The Ski Sauna is a cabin covered with wood and 
equipped as a real sauna. During its way the 
structure allows its passengers to enjoy a stunning 
view over the La Thuile ski area while being 
cuddled by the delicate scents of the QC Terme 
world.



SKI EXPERIENCE
ESPACE SAN BERNARDO APP
The Espace San Bernardo App (available both for iOS 
and Android) offers a series of functions to get informed 
about the ski resort and ameliorate the ski experience 
in the international ski resort through the whole winter 
season. 
Thanks to this APP one can buy the skipass, control the 
webcams, the snow forecast and the weather forecast, 
the conditions on the slopes live, but not only. The 
Espace San Bernardo App allows its users to benefit 
of fun functions, such as finding friends, monitor the 
performances on the skis through the GPS tracker and 
‘compete’ with other skiers to obtain the leadership in 
the resort’s grading: the position can be discovered 
thanks to the statistic analysis of the data. 

Get the app



OPENING OF THE SKI FACILITIES
THE WINTER SEASON WILL START ON 30TH NOVEMBER (SNOW 
PERMITTING) AND WILL END ON 19TH APRIL 2020. 

Skipass fees 

Normal season
from 30.11.2019 to 20.12.2019 
from 06.01.2020 to 31.01.2020
from 09.03.2020 to 19.04.2020

High season
from 21.12.2019 to 05.01.2020 

from 01.02.2020 to 08.03.2020

Daily skipass for adults  € 42,00  € 46,00

2 consecutive days for adults € 81,00  € 88,00

Baby tariff 
Free skipass for kids up to 8 years old when accompanied by an adult owning any kind of 
skipass. 

Other opportunities with special fees  
Discounts for university students, Over-65s, Under 18 and Under 14; in addition, special tariffs 
for seasonal and annual passes, reward cards and multi-day skipasses. 

For further information
Funivie Piccolo San Bernardo S.p.A.
Ph  +39 0165 884150
infolathuile.net - www.lathuile.it





FIS WOMEN SKI WORLD CUP

La Thuile is getting ready for its encore: on Saturday 29th 
February and Sunday 1st March 2020 the FIS Women Ski 
World Cup will be back. 

After the huge success of 2016, when the champions really liked 
the famous n. 3 – Franco Berthod ski slope and more than 20,000 
people attended the event, after four years the Alpine Skiing World Cup 
comes back to La Thuile. On Saturday 29th February and Sunday 1st March 
2020 two races, one SuperG and one Combined, will take place on 
the dizzy walls and wide bends on the so-called ‘Italian Kitzbühel’.
Dante Berthod, the national councillor of the Fisi (Italian Federation 
of Winter Sports) expresses his huge satisfaction: after four years 
the best female skiers will compete on the slope designed by his 
brother Franco together with Bernard Russi. Among them, there will 
be Federica Brignone, to whom La Thuile is home. The arrival of the 
races will be close to the town centre, in a location easily accessible 
on foot too.  

The n. 3 - Franco Berthod ski slope  
The first international homologation of the slope dates back to 4th 

January 1994. At the end of that month the first FIS downhill races 
were held, whereas between 16th and 18th January of the following 
year La Thuile hosted 2 downhill and two SuperG races belonging 
to the Alpine Skiing Europa Cup. In 1997 two more races (downhill 
and SuperG) were organised again. 
After that, the n. 3 – Franco Berthod ski slope was the protagonist of 
some other national and international events: in 2011 it welcomed the 
Alpine Skiing Italian Cup Men, in 2012 the Finals of the Alpine Skiing 
Europa Cup Men (downhill and SuperG) and, finally, the 3 contests 
of the FIS WOMEN SKI WORLD CUP (2 downhill and 1 SuperG races), 
which were held on 19th, 20th and 21st February 2016, but also the races 
of the FIS TELEMARK WORLD CUP in 2017 and 2019.  
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TOUR DU RUTOR 
La Thuileù will be part of the Millet Tour du Rutor Extreme, the thrilling 
ski-tourism competition which will take place from 26th to 29th March 
2020. This contest belongs to La Grande Course circuit which groups 
the most beautiful and prestigious races of the Alps and Pyrenees: the 
Adamello Ski Raid, the Patrouille des Glaciers, the Pierra Menta, the 
Altiytoy Ternua and the Trofeo Mezzalama contests. It is a race for 
the professionals of the mountains, where one can understand what 
ski-tourism truly means and in which the best athletes of the world will 
compete by using their sealskins.
This year, which correspond to the 20th edition, the Tour du Rutor 
presents a new formula. Four days of contest during which the 700 
enrolled athletes will climb over 3,000 metres of high during every 
lap. A competition with 9,500 metres of positive drop in total, 105 km of 
off-piste skiing, 60 km of climb, 45 km of descent, 6 km of aerial peaks 
(always in total safety) and a big news: the additional lap which will start 
right from La Thuile. 
This stage means a lot to La Thuile, since it underlines the strong 
relationship with the past of the contest, which was created in 1933 
on the Rutor glacier, on the La Thuile side. The race then moved in the 
heart of the Valgrisenche, where it is actually run by the Corrado Gex 
Ski Club of Arvier.
It will be a truly exciting event which will promote the ethics of mountains 
and the true essence of the Alpine territory all around the world. As 
back in 1933, it is still an unmissable rendezvous for ski, sealskins, 
fresh powder and aerial peaks lovers.

www.tourdurutor.com
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IMPROVE YOUR TECHNIQUE 
LA THUILE SKI SCHOOL
The La Thuile Ski School has a seat in the town centre, in front of the ski 
facilities, and one in Les Suches (2,200 m). It owns a team composed 
by more than 80 ski instructors, all registered, among which there are 
also some Federal trainers specialised in the various disciplines, some 
instructors to prepare the future ski instructors and some Alpine guides 
to accompany off-piste lovers in their descents. Founded more than 50 
years ago, the school offers individual and collective lessons of Alpine 
and cross-country skiing, but also of snowboard, telemark, freeride, 
carving and snow blade. The attention to safety, up-to-date didactic 
methods and great involvement are the basis of the ski instructors’ 
activities. In fact, they constantly work to ameliorate the technique and 
refine the style, always keeping in mind the level of every participant, 
in order to transmit both the passion for winter sports and mountains.  

KIDS AND FAMILY
Kids and young people can have fun while skiing thanks to the Tre9 
Junior, a formula reserved to those who already have a discrete ability 
in skiing and who frequent La Thule during the whole winter season.
A non-competitive, annual ski course which schedules ski lessons during 
all the weekends of the winter season, intensive trainings during the 
Christmas and Carnival holidays and some outings. 
Some didactic moments about signals, first-aid on the slopes, training 
with slalom poles and video analysis enrich the Tre9 proposal. At the end 
of the winter season all the participants of the Tre9 course take part to a 
contest among the Valdôtain clubs. 

www.scuolascilathuile.it



NEVER ENDING EMOTIONS 
IN LA THUILE  

Alpine skiing, snowkiting, snowboard, cross-
country skiing, snowshoeing, ski-tourism, 
heliskiing: La Thuile offers a large number of 
opportunities to snow lovers to live a holiday 
under the sign of sport, in an extraordinary 
natural context.  

SNOWKITING
Easily accessible thanks to the ski facilities, 
the snowkite area of La Thuile lies in the Little 
Saint Bernard area (2,188 m), at the border 
between Italy and France, surrounded by the 
extraordinary view over the Mont-Blanc chain, 
where the winds are at home. Here, a snowkite 
school is available to learn or improve the 
technique. 

KIDS AND FAMILY
Snowkite lessons and chance of trying this discipline 
are waiting for adults and young people.

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Three cross-country skiing rings are available 
in town, one of 1, one of 3 and one of 7 km. 
They are all accessible for free in the Arly area. 
These itineraries, that arrive in the woods that 
surround the valley, are part of a stunning 
panorama. Four other cross-country skiing 
rings (from 3 to 7.5 km) are available in the 
Arpy area, at 1,700 m, right under the Colle 
San Carlo. 

KIDS AND FAMILY 
Some of the cross-country skiing rings are easy 
and are suitable for kids too. 

SKI-TOURISM
Various ski-tourism tracks are available in 
La Thuile. An unmissable one is the one that 
from Pont Serrand (1,609 m) leads to Combe 
Varin (2,620 m), a 4-hour tour which is not 
so difficult; or the one that from La Thuile 
goes to the Little Saint Bernard pass, 13 km 
with some tracks of apparently flat ground 
surrounded by high peaks and stunning 
views of the Mont-Blanc and the Aiguille de 
Trélatête. The return journey is among a lot of 
snow and in the middle of the woods. 
In order to practice this activity in total safety 
the use of avalanche beacons, shovels and 
sounding lines, as well as the accompanying 
of an Alpine Guide, is highly recommended.

SNOWSHOEING
In La Thuile there are various tracks for 
snowshoeing that start the tiny hamlets of 
Pétosan, Les Granges, La Joux, Buic, Villaret 
and Pont Serrand. Some of them are easy 
and some others a bit more difficult and 
longer (for one to approximately four hours), 
but they are all relaxing and peaceful. The 
route that follow the ancient mine paths is 
rather interesting from an historical point of 
view too, since it leads to the entrance of 
some tunnels and to the miners’ village. An 
experience that needs to be lived in order to 
discover the true history of the town. 

KIDS AND FAMILY   
Walks to the mines with an Alpine Guide and 
strolls under the stars.   
www.zerovertigo.it - www.guidemontebianco.it



HELISKIING
A helicopter flight over the highest peaks of Europe 
and then a descent in fresh snow. The incredible 
heliskiing area of La Thuile, which goes from the 
Rutor (3,480m) to the Mont-Blanc, offers unique 
and unbelievable panoramas over the peaks of 
the Mont-Blanc chain, the Grand Combin and, in 
the distance, the Monte Rosa. The departure area 
to practice heliskiing lies in the Little Saint Bernard 
area, which is easily accessible thanks to the ski 
facilities of the Espace San Bernardo ski resort. 
The presence of an Alpine Guide is compulsory 
in order to practice this activity in total safety. 
Heliski lovers can enjoy this discipline from 
January to May, but they first have to have their 
abilities valued by an Alpine Guide and control 
the weather forecast.  
The Aosta Valley is the only Italian region where the 
practice of heliskiing is permitted and regulated 
thanks to the institution of especially conceived 
tracks and areas. 

BOULDERING
Up and Down Boulder Point La Thuile is an 
indoor boulder point for experts, lovers and 
beginners in the hamlet of Arly, inside the 
‘Piramide’ sport centre. An equipped climbing 
wall with 40 blocks and 15 different circuits 
of various difficulty levels (grey, white, green, 
blue, yellow, red) realised with up-to-date 
materials and in total safety. The perfect spot to 
experience vertical emotions. 
 

KIDS AND FAMILY  
Up and Down organises courses to try 
the discipline, both for adults and kids, 
guaranteeing the presence by Alpine Guides 
and climbing experts.  
Up and Down Boulder Point
Tél + 39 340 1035130 - + 39 340 6231187





A MOUNTAIN OF TASTE

FLAVOURS ON THE SLOPES
Whether it is to have a short break during your 
descents, to find your energy again, to stop for 
a while, to continue having fun or to conclude 
your ski day while sunbathing in one of the 15 
chalet on the slopes, in La Thuile you will surely 
find a superlative option: après-skiing in La 
Thuile is special. These structures are all joinable 
by using the ski facilities and some of them can 
be reached by non-skiers too. They all offer cosy 
and comfy ambiences, together with succulent 
Valdôtain dishes. Some of these chalets are 
open at night too and they organise transfers by 
snowmobile under the light of the stars and the 
moon. A unique emotion conveyed after dinner 
too, especially to those who decide to come 
back to the town centre by skiing and by taking 
part to a torchlight procession. 

CHOCOLATE IS AT HOME
La Thuile is Città del Cioccolato  – a title 
given to the town by Chococlub in 2009. 
Here chocolate lovers can taste some true 
delicacies realised with ‘the food of the 
Gods’. In the confectioner’s shops of the town 
one can find various temptations, among 
which we can cite the Tometta, produced by 
Chocolat confectioner’s shop. 350 grams of 
true pleasure, a perfect union between milk 
chocolate, gianduja chocolate of Piemonte 
IGP hazelnuts; the Torta 1.441 by La Crémerie, 
an extremely soft chocolate sponge cake filled 
with a light chocolate mousse; the famous 
fondue au chocolat served with fresh fruit.

By proposing some tasty incursions in the food and wine traditions and in the culture of the town, 
La Thuile makes its visitors discover some ancient flavours and culinary innovation. Wines of 
character, produced thanks to some high-altitude vineyards, and artisanal beers are perfect to 
be tasted with various specialities, such as Fontina, boudin, motzetta and some special dishes 
prepared in the various restaurants both in town and up on the slopes. It is the ideal way of 
discovering the culinary essence of these border areas. 



SKI AT THE TOP 
AND TOTALLY RELAX
Snow, ski, the beauty of the mountains, relax for body and soul. This 
is the wise and hot mix proposed by Funivie Piccolo San Bernardo of 
La Thuile, realised together with Re delle Alpi, the brand new 4-star 
hotel which has recently been renewed and enlarged which lies on 
the ski slopes of the Espace San Bernardo ski resort.

This package proposes the concurring purchase of skipass + wellness 
services of Il Re delle Alpi Wellness & Relax SPA (slipper and bathrobe 
are included). The cost of a wellness afternoon (from1.30pm to 
4.30pm) is 45,00 €. This special promotion is available only for those 
who buy a daily or multi-day skipass in La Thuile.
To benefit of this offer, ask for the SKI+WELLNESS option at the ticket 
office of the Funivie. 

The hotel Re delle Alpi is completely surrounded by the white of the 
winter nature. The Wellness SPA offers some special sensory rituals, 
in a modern ambience, specially conceived to get harmony and 
balance back. Here waterbeds, cervical waterfalls and massages 
are brought into harmony with the sound of suffused music, delicate 
scents and stunning views. 

www.redellealpi.com | www.lathuile.it



REGENERATING IN LA THUILE 
La Thuile offers a wide selection of places to relax. First of all, the famous Pré-Saint-Didier thermal 
baths (about 8 km far from the town centre). Thanks to their warm water that gushes at the feet of 
Mont-Blanc, they are the perfect solution to regenerate both body and soul. A wellness itinerary 
with more than forty possible options in complete harmony with nature. 

In the town of La Thuile one can be cuddled by the cosy ambience of the Montana Lodge & SPA, 
a wellness centre located in the homonym 5-star hotel which offer both to its clients and external 
guests all the elements to enjoy a true holistic experience thanks to its 6 rooms for treatments, the 
covered swimming-pool and the sauna. 

Relax continues in the charming Le M Club of the Miramonti Hotel****, a wellness centre with 
swimming-pool, equipment for water aerobics and hydromassage. In addition, the guests of the 
structure can enjoy a sauna, a hammam, an emotional shower and a relax area to sip tasty herbal 
teas. 

The wellness centre of the Planibel TH Hotel**** offers a complete remise en forme in a warm and 
suffused ambience. 

La Perla Spa of the Chateau Blanc Hotel*** is another nice wellness centre to live a complete 
healthy experience.

Hammam, sauna, hydromassage and fitness area are available for those who stay at the Martinet 
Hotel**. A charming and modern SPA perfectly equipped for nice breaks. 

Pretty and snug is the wellness centre of the B&B Il Ciliegio, located in the sunny hamlet of Buic. In 
order to cheer body and spirit, close to some hotels some Finnish saunas are available: they have 
been exclusively conceived for the guests of the respective structures. One lies outside the Locanda 
Collomb***, in a stunning position that overlooks the Rutor glacier; another is surrounded by the 
beauty of the wood that surrounds the Chalet Eden hotel****, whereas in the hamlet of Thovex there 
are two B&Bs  that own a Finnish sauna, Le Thovex and Le Cloux. 

At 2,000 metres, on the n. 7 ski slope, lies the brand-new Wellness & Relax SPA of Re delle Alpi 
hotel**** where the SPA experience is even more exciting thanks to the panoramic view. 



ALPINE 
ELEGANCE AND WELCOME

A traditional Alpine elegance and a romantic and 
cosy ambience characterise the accommodation 
structures in La Thuile. They are ready to satisfy 
various types of holidays and expense, from a 
5-star hotel to B&Bs, Chambres d’Hôtes, flats for 
rent, a camping and a camper site. 



NEW

LTH SKI FREE
LTH SKI FREE is the brand-new promotion for the coming winter season. 
As stated by its name, LTH SKI FREE allows those who choose La Thuile 
for their holidays to benefit of important discounts when speaking 
about skipasses, on the basis of the chosen type of stay. The promotion 
is valid in the structures that take part to the initiative. 

An unmissable chance to schedule a low-cost holiday in La Thuile, 
enjoy the warm welcome of valuable structures and ski on the famous, 
international slopes of the Espace San Bernardo, which in 2020 will 
host the female champions of the FIS WOMEN SKI WORLD CUP 
circuit competing in a SuperG and a Combined race. 
  

THE LTH SKI FREE PROMOTION 
For those who book at least four nights in a 4 or 5-star hotels during the 
lower season, the skipass will be free for the whole period of stay. 

Thanks to this promotion those who book at least four nights in 1 to 
3-star hotels, B&Bs or chambres d’hôtes will benefit of a 50% discount 
on the price of the skipass. 

To get further information on the periods of lower season and on the 
structures taking part to the initiative: 

Consorzio Operatori Turistici La Thuile
Ph +39 0165 883049 – www.lathuile.it





ART AND CULTURE IN LA THUILE
La Thuile is also an interesting destination for art 
lovers. While having a stroll in the town centre 
(called Capoluogo), in via Debernard the 
church dedicated to San Nicola stands out over 
the surrounding roofs. Ancient place of worship 
and reference point for the local community, 
this church dates back to the XII century, when 
the first document certifying its existence was 
drawn up. Through this writing the bishop 
of Aosta, Bosone II, gave the church of San 
Nicola in La Thuile and the Hospice of the Little 
Saint Bernard to the convent of Saint Gilles in 
Verrès. This parish, which from 1466 on directly 
depended from the bishop of Aosta, underwent 
various sacks during the centuries, such as the 
fire set by the French troops, which completely 
destroyed the church in the year 1700. The 
actual church, rebuilt in 1796, owns a unique 
nave, with two lateral apses and the presbytery. 
Inside the church, some valuable painting by 
Ettore Mazzini and the wooden crucifix in the 
triumph arch, which was miraculously saved 
during the sack by the French troops.  

The tiny hamlets of La Thuile own some nice 
chapels, which were built between the XVII and 
XIX centuries; some of them can be visited. Close 
to the church of San Nicola lies the Chapel of 
San Rocco, the patron saint against dangerous 
illnesses, built after the Plague of 1630. In the 
heart of the hamlet of Moulin the chapel of 
Sant’Anna (1667) stands out. The road that 
goes towards the Colle San Carlo leads to the 
hamlet of Thovex, where there is the chapel of 
Clou, dedicated to San Lorenzo, built in 1650, set 
on fire by the French troops in 1794 and then 
rebuilt. 
The church of Santa Lucia, whose façade in 
embellished by a painting of Saint Défendent 
wearing war clothes, is in the hamlet of Buic and 
dates back to the beginning of the XIX century. 

In the area of Entrèves, the wonderful chapel of 
Santa Barbara – founded in 1653 and restored 
in 2011 thanks to the intervention of the Alpini 
(the Italian Alpine troops) of La Thuile – still has 
its wooden altar and the statues of the Saint and 
of Saint Joseph. 
The chapel of Petite Golette is a tiny treasure 
where a painting representing the Visitation 
dating back to the XVIII century is conserved 
inside the wooden altar of the same period.  
Finally, the road towards the Little Saint Bernard 
leads to the hamlet of Pont Serrand, where 
there is the tiny chapel dating back to 1653 
dedicated to San Bernardo of Montjou and San 
Maurizio. On its façade there is a painting 
representing San Bernardo, the patron saint of 
alpinists and wayfarers, who holds a chained 
dragon at bay. 

MAISON MUSÉE
The Casa Museo Berton is part of the European 
projects “La culture du geste” and “Parcours 
culturel des portes du Petit-Saint-Bernard”. 
Given by the Berton brothers to the municipality 
of La Thuile, after a long period in which the 
artistic patrimony was deeply analysed and the 
building was restored thanks to the intervention 
of the Town Council, the Casa Museo now is 
home to some pieces of handicraft, realised 
by local artists. There are also some pieces of 
furniture and some ancient objects collected by 
the Berton brothers, who loved La Thuile and 
were keen on collecting.
Free visits (free of charge) and guided visits 
(paying activity) on request (maximum 20 people 
per visit)
maisonmuseeberton@gmail.com
Facebook: @Maison Musée Berton
Ph +39 366 5647161

KIDS AND FAMILY 
Guided visits and entertainment activities to allow kids to discover art. 



BY CAR
La Thuile is less than one hour far from Chamonix 
(France), 1h30 from Geneva (Switzerland) by the 
Mont-Blanc tunnel, 1h40 from Turin, 2 hours from 
Milan and 3 hours from Genoa.

BY TRAIN
The closest train station is in Aosta, which is linked 
to La Thuile through a service of buses. 

BY BUS
Buses from/to Milan, Turin, Courmayeur, Chamo-
nix and all the towns of the Aosta Valley. 
www.savda.it

BUS AND MINIBUS RENTAL 
(for Italy and abroad)
Sanlorenzo Gabriele Airport Transfers La Thuile 
Ph +39 33 85 64 84 00
La Thuile Transfers 
Ph +39 34 76 07 82 50

AIRPORTS CLOSE TO LA THUILE
Turin - Caselle • Milan - Malpensa • Bergamo - 
Orio al Serio • Genoa • Geneva

La Thuile is easily connected to the major Italian cities and, through the Mont-Blanc tunnel, to 
France too. From June to October the Little Saint Bernard pass is another way to reach the French 
territory whereas, in winter, the area is close to vehicular traffic because it is part of the ski resort. 

TRANSFER BY CAR
Autostrade Raccordo Autostradale Valle d’Aosta
Località Les Iles
11010 Saint-Pierre (AO)
Ph +39 01 65 92 21 11
F +39 01 65 92 22 09

Mont-Blanc Tunnel – Italian side 
Piazzale Sud del Traforo del Monte Bianco 11013 
Courmayeur (AO)
Ph. +39 01 65 89 04 11
F +39 01 65 89 05 91

Tunnel du Mont Blanc – French side
Ph +33 (0)4 50 55 55 00
F +33 (0)4 50 55 38 91

Great Saint Bernard tunnel – Italian side 
1, Casello Traforo
11010 Saint-Rhémy-en-Bosses (AO)
Ph +39 01 65 78 09 49
F +39 01 65 78 09 02

Great Saint Bernard tunnel – Swiss side 
Mail box n.1946
Bourg-Saint-Pierre (Vs) 
Ph +41 (0)2 77 87 12 06
F +41(0)2 77 88 44 00

HOW TO REACH LA THUILE



CONSORZIO OPERATORI TURISTICI LA THUILE
Via M. Collomb, 36 11016 · La Thuile (AO)

info@lathuile.it | www.lathuile.it

#LaThuile 

PRESS OFFICE
www.halocomunicazione.it

Rosanna Cognetti · Mob. +39 335 8149782 · rosanna@halocomunicazione.it
Paola Rosa · Mob. +39 339 3785157 · paola@halocomunicazione.it

DOWNLOAD IMAGES

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/h4y9fykzuxxz7d1/AAC2UeoNBKOUbx9QfGh7UyYia?dl=0

